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Day 2
And
The days following that

Timber was brought home on July 3rd 2015. Sequoia was waiting.

Since we've brought Timber home our lives have already

Timber's Contributions

changed. Lily is a little girl crawling out of a shell she never
really lived in. She is enjoying her new friend and is doing great
when we go out with Timber & family. Our main choice of
places has been Walmart & the local shopping mall. Walmart is
a given. Lily has a hard time focusing on exactly why we are
going to the grocery store as any child does. We, even as
adults go into a Walmart & forget what we are going in there
for because, well, there's so much stuff! So I don't expect it not
to affect Lily with her sensory super powers as she is sucked
into the endless aisles of choices of objects, and it did. But now
it doesn't. With Timber at her side she has direction & it allows
her to be more social in an infinite way of possibilities. Her last
grocery store visit sparked the interest of two young boys that
could have been twins not much
older than Lily & Maggie. The
boys were too shy to approach
but they wanted to, and that by
itself reminded me of a Lily I
once knew. Lily was shy also
& it grew into a worldly sense
of pride in herself in less than a
years time. And here she
stood with her dog, smiling
back & saying, "Hi" which
made me want to jump up &
down like a school girl. She
would make friends. She was
already making them. Maggie proudly walked alongside her
sister with purpose & everyone had direction. And we still
didn't get what was on the list.

An overall feeling of calmness.
Lily seems to be able to sit for
longer lengths of time during play
activities.
Lily is speaking in longer, clearer
sentences. She directs her
language towards Timber & even
goes so far as to read story books
to her.
Lily & Maggie are playing better
with one another. More pretend
play with each other & less side by
side play with separate toys. They
share a common thread now other
than sisterhood.
A sense of direction in every
outing & every public place we
visit. Lily can now walk by my side
without me having to hold her
hand & refrain her from seeking
her own space due to safety
reasons. Attached to her dog she
is safe. If she is distracted her dog
can help set her back on track

Our first OT Visit
With Timber
Lily & Timber went to their first
occupational therapy visit last week. Lily &
Timber gracefully walked across the
parking lot that I usually have to carry her
through so that she doesn't get sidetracked. A bluebird would catch her eye in a
split second on those days she would walk
to her therapy class. It would be followed
by tugs & pulls until we were 15 minutes
late for an OT session. Sometimes she
would relent with the promise of the 'hotdog
swing' in session but not always. Timber
made it a swift walk with time to spare
when we got in the waiting room.
After a brief introduction we were ready to work

At the park with Lily during one of our training
sessions with Timber. Lily takes a break to

Positive Signs from Therapy with Timber

& Timber was introduced to all of Lily's favorite

Attention Span duration

Timber did a great job maintaining composure

Less Activities in Session

OT activities. Lily started with the trampoline.

Lily pays attention to single tasks longer
in both play & at therapy (OT).

mentioned Lily worked on less activities during

Lily's therapist noticed Lily darted less in
session with Timber requiring less
activities & therefore succeeding in
tasks by finishing them.

more because a skill is worked on & learned

Tried novel activities no hesitation &
succeeded

while Lily was jumping. Lily's OT instructor also
session while with timber. In this case, less is
before it becomes automatic. The fact that Lily
didn't run from room to room or change
activities constantly means she is getting better
at these things & working harder on the items
that are set out for her to accomplish.

When Lily was confronted with a new
task she did it & succeeded without
hesitation. She even exclaimed, "Did you
see that Timber?!"

Speech clarity
Lily is improving in speech & talking to
the dog like she does her sister during
play.

Relaxing at the end of a day.

Timber's trainer said
most children take a
few practice runs
before they can walk
the dog properly &
connect. Lily walked
very well her first time
out with Timber.

More about the training process
While training with walking with Timber--a park
was chosen to be Lily's first place to walk &
practice with Timber. Charles, her trainer
mentioned it was great Lily held Timbers handle so
well.

"I chose the
path less
traveled on &
that has made
all the
diﬀerence"

I have to take some moments
to say how grateful I am to
have found the people at
Retrieving Freedom as they
have changed my daughters
life with the love of an animal
that is treated human in our
house. Although humans are
c o n s i d e re d b ey o n d th e
capability of what most other
domestic animals can achieve
it seems that animals can gift
something that we as humans
cannot reproduce for our
children who speak without
words at times. They can
communicate & understand
without words too. That's
what they do. They react to
& project themselves to
others as behavior.
And
behavior is communication. I

remember not too long ago
when I felt we would never
navigate our way through a
grocery store to find the
hidden bread by the neon
glows of toy filled aisles and
endless maze of people with
grocery carts filled without
understanding that would not
always understa nd you r
child's reaching out to touch
them to say hello was
something you used to only
dream about. Like a blind
person Lily feels her way
through the world with her
hands almost like her eyes
reaching in to feel the sun to
see it and be it for the
moment there is a connection.
Personally, I see nothing
wrong with it. But although

we all shine on not everyone
listens to the Beatles. How
fast time changes everything.
Within a few days we grocery
shopped. Past the toys that
we stopped to admire that I
walked away from without
having to purchase them. We
walked past many people &
Lily said hello to each &
every one of them. And
waved. She still snags the
occasional few but it's not
every single passerby on the
street. Lily still feels her way
around the world with her
fingertips. But she uses her
eyes to direct herself now
too. Timber is Lily's eyes &
sense of direction in a way
that is remarkable indeed.

Changes
For better or for worse
Social & Emotional areas of expression are increasing
making tantrums & meltdowns more frequent
Lily's Occupational therapist described
sensory integration to me with a great
example she was told by a fellow OT. Imagine
sensory integration as a skydive. There's the
plane and then there are the jumpers. Think
of the jumpers as your senses. There is
Touch or Tactile, Visual or Sight, Auditory or
Hearing, Olfactory sense which is smelling,
and Gustatory Sense which is taste. Then
there is the Proprioceptive Sense or the
sense that tells you where your body is in
relationship to space. And there's the
Vestibular sense of movement as well. The
jumpers or skydivers/the senses jump from
the plane and they parachute out & hold
hands forming a circle. This circle of senses
can be called Sensory Integration.
Each
child has individual differences. What I mean
by that is some children may have auditory
difficulties (sensitive to sound) while others
might have sensitivities to touch. While some
children might hide from certain sensations or
senses others might crave those same
sensations. This is why they are called
individual differences. Every child is different.
Every child on the spectrum is different too.
“Nam
ut massa
In sensory
integration
a funny thing happens.
As the skydivers hold hands their sensory
turpis,
ac blandit
integration
is leveled
out. They have reached a
point. justo.
Speech Nulla
might not
be improving for the
ultrichild, occupational therapy skills such as
odioEtc.
commotorces,
planning.
So the circle stays
closed (skydivers). But as a change occurs
faucibus
such modo
as success
in potty training suddenly
happening
or
speech
improvements, or even
commodo,
mi
learning to ride a bike a new skill is thrown
out there
requires energy for a child to
nisithat
tempor”
accomplish. It's one more skydiver to jump

from the plane. And as This new skydiver
has to jump from the plane the circle has to
open up for the new skydiver to join in. The
circle is broken. When this happens the child
might regress in some areas like speech as
he/she learns a new skill such as potty
training. But eventually the circle closes
again as the new skydiver meets up to the
rest of the group. And when that happens
this again is called sensory integration. As
new skills develop regression can occur. It
takes some time to level things out &
integrate the learned responses into
automatic responses.
That being said Lily is speaking. She knows
words mean something. She also knows
How difficult it is for her to say them. When
you couple this with the frustration of
wanting something you can't have it can turn
into a nightmare. Although Lily is advancing in
speech & her new sense of direction she is
regressing in her ability to self regulate. As a
smaller child Lily would gag or throw up if her
regulation got out of control. It was a natural
response to being overwhelmed with emotion.
With her new words it has turned into
meltdowns of an emotional explosion. When
using her words doesn't work she can't get
past the point that they always do & at some
point she might forget why she is upset to
begin with. I am working on creative ways to
script out social situations into scenarios
that will be easy for her to understand while
we are out & about. By using familiar songs
she is accustomed to hearing I can apply
those to real life situations if it starts to get a
little hairy.

Walmart
is no longer a
nightmare

For the first time ever I can walk
in a supermarket without thinking
about it. Well, almost. It hasn't
b e e n e a sy w ra n g l i n g th e
equipment needed to attach Lily
to her dog so that she can safely
cross parking lots with Maggie in
tow. I hold her available hand as
her other hand is firmly holding
Timbers handle as Lily hardly lets
go of it unless she's in an aisle of
stuffed animals. Walmart was
never a real nightmare but it
wasn't a lways a pleasa nt
experience & it wasn't a place
where I felt like I could get
anything accomplished but more
like running blindfolded through a
market on fire (myself included)
desperately leaping over grocery
carts & clearing off entire
shelves like hurricane season.
Yesterday I read the ingredients
on a box of cereal. Before I
bought it. I stood in an aisle with
my kids while they waited for the
line to push through. They stood
still. For the most part. I walked
t h ro u g h t h e a is l e s o f a
supermarket without stopping.
We walked.
I didn't carry
anyone. We got in the car &
transitioned without problems.
And we were done. I knew what
was in my grocery bag. No blind
folds.
No surprises. Whatever normal
is, I've learned the definition. It

isn't really a word. It's a feeling
you get. But it doesn't mean
what you think it does.
It
doesn't mean normal in any
general sense. It's normal as you
see it fit. Your normal. What feels
normal to you. However you get
that feels closer to That feeling
you want to feel. That normal.
Not someone else's idea of what
normal might be. Because those
are just words lacking the
emotion it takes to define it.
Words are just ideas and those
dreams are only in your head.
We create our own nightmares
by our own circumstances & the
way we perceive the state which
we are in. By always wanting to
be something or someone or
somewhere else better we never
know the home in which we live
in is in ourselves and that of
which we are, that wanting that
state of mind, that need for
g ro w t h & h u n g e r fo r
achievement that is normal. That
is something we all possess.
Even in Walmart. Walmart was
never a nightmare. It was normal.
And now this is our new normal.
Change is good. I've taken the
running shoes off. These boots
are made for walking.

"By always wanting
to be something or
someone or
somewhere else
better we never
know the home in
which we live is in
ourselves....."

Training
Trainer visits to train in natural environment
Ti m b e rs t ra i n e r
recently came for a
visit to tra in with
Timber in Lily's natural
environment. I learned
the im porta nce of
routine & timing of
comma nds while
Charles, the trainer
was here.
Timber
enjoyed visiting with
her first master also as

you could see her
sadness the next day
after he left. We spent
time working on
exercises to use to
continue training with
Timber & planned his
next visit back to
continue training & to
complete service dog
certification.
Timber
will be tested & will

have to pass this test
with myself & Lily
included in order to
gain the full respect of
a service dog title.

Lilybird’s Freedom
Every time I walk a step you will follow me.
And when my senses strike me blind
You’ll be my eyes to see.
A familiar touch reminding me I always have a friend
to lean against my tired mind on that I can depend.
And when I close my eyes at night
and my thoughts are free
To do the things that thoughts will do in their
simplicity
If I should wake from my sweet dreams
Beside me you will lie.
For I have grown my wings while sleeping
And You have taught me how to Fly.
Thank You

Change is inevitable. It may be
uncomfortable but it is what
teaches us to grow. We grow out
of ourselves & into ourselves
weaving a blanket of instances
we will wrap ourselves in a
lifetime of- ever changing
moments that shape our being.
I wanted to share again with you the little poem I wrote
for Lily of she & her dog. I wrote it well before I knew
Timber but it describes her perfectly. She is every bit
what we hoped for and the bond between Lily & she
grows each day.

Future
Plans
Speech
therapy

After long discussions, sleepless nights & a talk
with my old friend, the calculator I averaged up
the cost of Lily's speech school & exactly how
much it really was. I realized the time we had
before school would be starting for the girls. I
realized Lily could not attend her speech school
full time due to the distance we would have to
travel & her sister Maggie would be on the other
side of the world in respect to physically getting
them there & bringing them home on time,
together. I had dreams. I woke up.
The last time we went to Lily's speech school it
averaged at minimum 4 hours in driving time. It
really took 6.5 with stops total. I included the cost
of therapy, meals & other costs related to
entertainment for Maggie while Lily was in therapy.
I didn't forget gas.
I couldn't put a price tag on the time spent wasted
riding in the car on the way to a place that held the
torch that was to light the fire to the breath that
would give Lily's voice life. Wasted. Time. Maggie
sat. Waited. Lily learned. Listened. Sat. Waited.
The distance between where we are & where we
need to be to get there builds mountains of money
& childhood memories that are prevented from
happening because of time spent waiting.
After I averaged the cost & time I realized the time
that we agreed to that would be worth the cost of
travel had been stolen from us. Our hour and a
half became an hour for reasons that aren't worth
mentioning. This would mean 45 minutes of actual

therapy time max. It takes Lily this long to settle.
4 hours for 45 minutes. Maggie no longer has
time to go to the zoo. She can eat ice cream
anywhere. But she drives 4 hours to eat ice
cream. Must be good ice cream.
It isn't good ice cream. It's good therapy.
Necessary therapy for reasons that I could never
explain in one paragraph. It is necessary & nearly
impossible to find other than 4 hours away. The
alternatives are not as good. But we plan on
returning to Lily's speech school if the price is right
& they can offer us a time increase to ease the
tire of driving. A deal is a deal. They broke that
deal. But I can't put a price tag on the time spent
that Lily has learned either. And I can't forget that.
But I have to remember to keep my eye on the ball.
Or there won't be a ball. I can't keep shopping at
Saks when I should be looking at the sales rack.
Or there won't be a closet to put the clothes in. It
is at the expense for learning or the expense of
living where money can't buy you time. Unless you
can afford the time it takes to get there. And it
could take a lifetime.

I can remember when Lily ran from sprinklers.
In the beginning, I couldn't decipher whether it
was the sprinkler itself that she was afraid of
or maybe the water that Came out of it. I
watched her sister jump & play on slip & slide
after slip & slide while Lily stood at a good
distance, careful not to get wet by her sister.
As time progressed she approached with
caution, for one spray by her sister could set
her back another month of waiting for her to

attempt the thing again. We watched & waited
until one day Maggie sprayed her sister & she
ran from the water but then she came back
laughing. We pulled out the garden hoses and it
rained in only our yard that day. I learned. It
wasn't the fear of the thing. It was the
anticipation.
The uncertainty. Unknowing.
Unpredictability. The loss of control. When will
the water splash us? Is that not how we all
feel?

SPEECH
What to do

I wrote the email last week that told
Lily's speech therapist we would no
longer be attending speech therapy this
semester. It was the most difficult
decision I've made in some time but a
needed decision to be made. I could
hardly write the email so I didn't. My
husband did. I began the email and
ended it and that was all. I worked so
hard to get Lily into a school that is
perfect for her speech problems & here I
was pulling her out. I keep telling myself
that it is too much money. And it is a lot
of money. When you add the other
expenses it became something I tried to
ignore because Lily was getting it. But
when the time was cut back during our
last parent/teacher meeting so was our
budget. And time was the key to the
equation. It takes time for Lily to settle
and that time was taken away. So Lily
did not settle & that affected the quality
of time during therapy. Which defeats
it's purpose. Here we were getting the
best therapy possible for 10 minutes.
But I still can't shake 'the best therapy
possible'. Because it kinda is. Yes,
there are other speech therapies out
there. Are they right for Lily? Who
knows. This I know. The Association
Method is right for Lily. No time spent
wasted this is a fact. So my next step is
finding other resources that teach this
method. I haven't been successful. I'm
still looking. But until then I am looking
for a traditional speech therapy practice
to address her speech needs from any
angle possible. A facility that is within
our cost allowance if we are to go over

I will supplement Lily's
th e ra p y w ith th e
Association Method also
by whatever materials I
can get my hands on as
we've already started the
process long ago of
l e a r n i n g th e m eth o d
knowing this day would
come.
We plan to enroll Lily in the
future if her time needs
can be met. But then
again, she may have a
different attention span by
then having spent time
with her dog, and she may
not need that extra time to
calm down on arrival. That
would make the time worth
it's weight in gold.
We will continue with OT
as usual & the regular day
to da y a ct iv it ies of
homeschool.
Above all we will do what
we can & take our time in
doing so because
otherwise we will lose
ourselves along the way &
forget what we are rushing
off to accomplish.
If
there's one thing that has
stuck with me all these

In the sprinkler 2015

years after having worked
in the movie industry & it
still goes now it's " Hurry
up & wait". Life is a race.
We run too much. So much
we forget how to walk.
How to crawl, sit & lie
down. Yet in the beginning
if we skip any of these
steps we never reach it to
the next without missing
something vital from the
step we missed. If we
never stop to slow down
& walk or sit down we
experience nothing but
passing time. Filled with
air instead of memories.
Empty.
I've enjoyed wa lking.
Sitting.
Listening &
learning from my children.
Slowing down does not
mean giving up. It means
paying attention. Living.
Being. Knowing time is a
state of mind makes all the
difference in how you think
& if you have time to think
at all. You cannot conquer
time. You befriend it.

Maggie loves Timber

"Slowing down
does not mean
giving up"

More OT
We've gone to occupational therapy a few times now

so we've had Timber & Lily has overall done excellent

while with her. With the exception of one meltdown Lily
has included Timber in session by saying hello or

moving to be near her but then continuing the therapy
process as not to interrupt it. Timber has been a joy
to have in session with us & she has had a calming
effect on her during those sessions.

A Letter
Sadly, I wrote the email today that said goodbye to Lily's
speech therapist at her school for apraxia. I asked to be

placed on the waiting list before I even told them I was leaving.
It took everything I had to write one simple letter. I just

couldn't make it simple. Because it isn't simple. The whole
damn thing isn't simple. But I tried. And I failed. And my

husband had to write it for me adding my lines to the facts
and trying not to keep too personal. Even though it is

personal. This isn't a person who teaches my child math. It's
a person who teaches her to use her voice. You don't get
much more personal than that.

The relationship
between David &
Timber is growing
too. She likes the
golf cart.

Lounging & watching TV
with the family.

1.

Anger management.

Especially

during transitioning. Lily has had a
hard time lately moving from one
activity to the next, mainly at public
settings.

If she gets stuck it

becomes next to impossible to be
able to remove her from a place

Goals

without physically picking her up
which

can

be

taxing

&

overwhelming for both of us. The
plan is to use Timber as a medium
to get the transition to move

Areas to watch

smoother. I am planning to create

Immediate & Long term goals as well as areas of
behavior to watch & work on

because it's attached to her dog. If

visuals to Velcro to Timber's vest
as a sequence so Lily knows
what's next & doesn't forget
that doesn't work adding a time
element with a timer on a watch
might.

2.

4.

Schedules & PECS. Developing
a routine.

Lily is very visual.

She learns by watching &
repeating. We have worked with
PECS & have them in our house
but are in the process of

Sleep. Lily is habit forming. We all are. But lately it has

creating schedules that will take

aﬀected her sleep. Several months ago Lily decided she

her through her day so that she

wasn't going to walk to her bedroom & go to sleep in her

can anticipate steps & move

bed anymore. She doesn't mind sleeping in it. She doesn't

closer to independence.

mind waking up in it. She minds going to sleep in it. She
wants to fall asleep on the sofa. I have purchased more
disco lights than a night club & promised bed time stories.
We even put a TV in the room that is now collecting dust
hoping Calliou could lure her back to her bed.

Nope.

Tactics on this issue have all been exhausted. And so have
I. So I wait until she falls asleep & I carry her to her
destination and repeat. Plan B. Ditch the sofa.

3.
OT Skills. Basic self-help. It is necessary that Lily
learn basic life skills from eating with utensils to
grooming & even crossing the street. OT covers this
as we do at home & in her natural settings. We hope
Timber can help with an added PECS schedule to
help her to stay on track and prompt her to
accomplish these tasks without our promoting her to
do so.

Feeding & new attempts to try new
foods.

Lily is opening up to new

foods every day. She looks at my
plate if she refuses what is on it in
her plate and is interested. She finally
will touch & smell the food almost
always even if she doesn't taste it.
She's tasting it 75% of the time now.

5.

Summary
I want to tell you

I want to tell you this will all be easy.
But I'm not going to. Because it
won't be. But each day will get
easier. And with Timber by her side
Lily is ready to take on the world.
She has grown so much in just the
m onth Tim ber has been her
companion. I look forward to the
days ahead of learning from each
other and with each other exploring
the days with as many steps as the
time in the day allows.
I look
forward to looking back on these
days I write these pages knowing
that time will come where I can sit &
read these words with my life that
much easier. With Lily's life that
much easier. Time makes everything
automatic. When things become
automatic for Lily she can think less
about what she is doing so she can
do it. Timber is her handle that helps
her plan her route through the
spaces that give her the pattern she

needs for automaticity. Each time
she stays on track to repeat
something she learns the pattern
such as walking through a grocery
store without straying too far from
the list. Each time it's practiced
without running to the toy section it
becomes automatic to get what's on
the list. The list becomes no longer a
piece of paper but a plan. It
represents time. The dog represents
direction. In a sense she is Lily's
eyes. But the eyes that see the
direction through Lily's eyes that see
her world. Timber takes her out of
her world and brings her into ours.
Timber shares her world of limited
conversations and emotions without
words that only actions can
represent the meaning. I want to tell
you this will be easy. Because it is.
Each day it will get easier. And with
Timber by her side Lily is ready to
take on the world.
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